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2019 Dolphinfish Research Program Highlights by Month (Click Images to Enlarge)
January/February 2019
• Observation: Dolphin tagged off Cudjoe Key grew at least 25” or at least .88” per week before
being recaptured 198 days later north of Arecibo, Puerto Rico.
• Significance: This is the first international recapture from Florida to the north coast of Puerto Rico
for the DRP. This occurrence shows that dolphin targeted in the Keys are the same fish targeted off
the north coast of Puerto Rico. The movement also adds more evidence of a western central Atlantic
migration circuit.
• Fishermen Involved: Captain Don Gates and Killin’ Time II Fishing Team and Pedro Reyes of
Arecibo, Puerto Rico, aboard Ivy Yan.
March/April 2019
• Observation: Dolphin tagged off Big Pine Key grew 14” or at least .46” per week before being
recaptured 210 days later north of the USVIs.
• Significance: This is the first international recapture from Florida to the north drop off the USVIs
for the DRP. This occurrence shows that dolphin targeted in the Keys are the same fish targeted off
the USVIs. The movement also adds more evidence of a western central Atlantic migration circuit.
• Fishermen Involved: Captain Darryl and Danielle Gustafson aboard Weed Seeker and Captain
Colin Butler and the Fish Whistle Sport Fishing Charters
May/June 2019
• Observation: Two fish monitored with PSATs, both deployed off southwest Puerto
Rico in March 2019, but each traveled different distances in over 50 days.
• Significance: One bull traveled 920 miles in 56 days to the southwestern Caribbean Sea
while the other bull only moved 102 miles west and was recaptured at a FAD off Saona
Island, DR. For the latter, we obtained a full monitoring record from the recovered tag.
• Fishermen Involved: Captain Jesus “Milo” Duran and the Yadimar Sportfishing Team
of southwest, Puerto Rico.
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2019 DRP Highlights by Month (Click Images to Enlarge)
July/August 2019
• Observation: 40” bull dolphin tagged off St. Thomas recaptured off Islamorada, FL, after 51
days at liberty.
• Significance: This is a major recovery for the program and only the second recovery of a
dolphin moving from the U.S. Caribbean to the U.S. East Coast. This is the fastest movement
observed between these locations yet. The movement also adds more evidence of a western
central Atlantic migration circuit.
• Fishermen Involved: Captain Chad Carter and angler Ryan Smith aboard Miss Caroline and
Captain Colin Butler of Fish Whistle Sport Fishing Charters

September/October 2019
• Publication: Estimating Discard Mortality for Dolphinfish in a Recreational Hook-andLine Fishery
• Significance: Results provide condition specific and overall estimates of discard
mortality that will be useful for dolphinfish assessment and management.
• Scientists Involved: Dr. Paul Rudershausen, Dr. Stephen Poland, Dr. Jeffrey Buckel, and
Dr. Wessley Merten
November/December 2019
• Milestone: Return of the DRP to the Tropic Star Lodge (TSL).
• Significance: As of 11.24., 447 dolphin ranging in size from 15-59” have
been tagged and released to begin to describe the life history, movements, and
population dynamics of the species off southwest Panama. A total of 8
recaptures have been logged and 8 PSATs have been deployed to date.
• Made Possible by: Dr. Guy Harvey, the Guy Harvey Ocean Foundation, Guy
Harvey Research Institute at NOVA Southeastern University, and the Tropic Star Lodge.
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Tagging Progress by Zone through 12/13/2019
Tagging Zones
Florida 1: 23o-25oN
Florida 2: 25o-27oN
Caribbean Sea
Eastern Tropical Pacific: TSL
Florida 3: 27o-30oN
SAB 2: 32o-33oN
Bahamas
MAB 2: >38 oN
Eastern Tropical Pacific: GU/CR
SAB 1: 30o-32oN
MAB1: 36.5o-38o
NCNE: 35o-36.5oN
Total

Releases (#)
931
548
343
171
76
37
21
19
9
4
3
3
2,165

Support the DRP by Purchasing a T-shirt
or Hat

Help support our dolphin research by purchasing a
program tee. The logo featured on the shirts was
created by Guy Harvey, the renowned marine artist
and fisheries scientist. Please click here to order a
t-shirt.

Donate to Support the DRP in 2020
2019 has been a
banner year for
dolphin conservation
and science for the
DRP. Anglers
participating in the
program have
generated new
movements results and
angler participation
has expanded around
the region. With the end of the year approaching we are
continuing our campaign for support of the program in
2020. Tax deductible donations can be made to the
Beyond Our Shores Foundation, a corporation that has
received 501(c)(3) tax-exempt status and is the official
nonprofit that manages the DRP. Your support can help
purchase tags and supplies to assemble tagging kits that
are distributed to fishermen throughout the world to
engage them in our research. Your funds can also help
support our education programs, which teaches anglers
young and older about the importance of fisheries and
ocean conservation. Your funds will increase ethical
angling practices promoted by this tagging program,
engage anglers in citizen science, and gather critical data
on this fish in the wild. There is no donation that is too
small. Please donate by clicking here.
To make tax-deductible donation click image below:

Thanks to our 2020 Donors!
To Donate by Check click here, Make Checks out to:
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.,/Dolphin Research Program
Mail to:
Wessley Merten
Dolphinfish Research Program
Beyond Our Shores, Inc.
PO BOX 3506
Newport, RI, 02871
Email: wess@beyondourshores.org
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